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Swiping has never been so much fun:! Tiger is launching Swoop®, the new 
generation toilet brush 

Swoop® is the ideal solution for the unhygienic and dripping toilet brush 

 

Zaltbommel, October 2021 - For years, the traditional toilet brush has been a source of irritation for 
many people. The brush is stiff, has difficulty reaching the corners, drips and therefore leaves 
unhygienic residual water in the holder. Furthermore, dirt remains between the bristles. Yuck! With 
the flexible Swoop®, Tiger offers the ideal solution. This new generation toilet brush is made from 
rubber material and is therefore flexible. The brush also has a better shape, so it effortlessly follows 
the curve of the toilet and easily cleans the places difficult to reach, even under the rim. Thanks to the 
design and the material of the brush, water and dirt slide off the brush head immediately. This way, 
you prevent water dripping on the ground and unhygienic residue in the brush and the holder.  
 
At last no more unhygienic, dripping toilet brushes! The smart Swoop® toilet brush by Tiger is flexible, 
hygienic and has a long lifespan. 
 
Functional 
Swoop® has a very flexible brush. Thanks to the rubber material, it moves smoothly along with the 
shape of the toilet. Swoop® is without a doubt the best choice for every type of toilet, whether it be 
square, oval or round and whether or not it has a flushing rim. Because Swoop® is even able to clean 
areas difficult to reach, such as under the rim. 

Clean 
In contrast to the traditional toilet brush, dirt does not remain behind in the Swoop® brush, but it 
slides effortlessly off the brush into the toilet. This is because of the well-positioned rubber bristles, 
the flat shape of the toilet brush and the rubber material. The water also drips immediately off the 
brush, so the toilet floor and the brush holder remain free of unfresh residual water. 

Long lifespan 
The Swoop® brush is made from Thermo Plastic Rubber (TPR). This material is formed like plastic, but 
has the flexible properties of rubber. The Swoop® brush has a longer lifespan than the traditional toilet 
brush with bristles, because the material TPR remains clean for longer. 

Tiger Tess 
The Swoop® toilet brush has been added to the new toilet accessory range Tiger Tess. All the toilet 
brush holders from the Tess series are equipped with this new generation toilet brush. In addition to a 
toilet brush holder for hanging on the wall and for standing on the floor, Tess also has a holder with a 
hidden section for your toilet cleaner. You would prefer to have this unsightly bottle hidden from 
sight, but you  



 

 

 

 

do want to keept it handy for freshening up your toilet in between. In combination with the Swoop®  
toilet brush, this is the ideal solution for a fresh and clean toilet. 

Swoop® is innovative and refreshing and therefore makes a difference in ease of cleaning and 
hygiene! The Swoop® toilet brush has rightly been awarded recognition as a Good Industrial Design 
(GIO).  

You will find more information about the flexible toilet brush Swoop® at: www.tiger.nl/en-gb/swoop  
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Note to editors: 
For more information about Tiger and/or requesting images, please contact MIES PR: Michelle de 
Ruiter, Email: michelle@miespr.nl or tel. +31 (0)6-457 404 65. 

Download link for HR images and press release: 
https://www.miespr.nl/tiger-download-swipen-was-nog-nooit-zo-leuk-tiger-lanceert-swoop-de-
nieuwe-generatie-toiletborstel/ 

About Coram 
Tiger designs, develops and produces a wide range of high-quality bathroom products, with a 
particular focus on accessories and furniture and is a Coram brand. Coram is specialized in the design, 
development and production of high-quality bathroom products, which are easy to install. Besides 
Tiger, Coram includes brands such as Sealskin, Geesa and Impey. Coram is committed to achieving a 
position in the top ten biggest players in Europe based on these strong brands, innovative design and 
an intensive cooperation with business partners. Coram is owned by a Dutch family. The Coram Head 
Office is located in Geldrop, the Netherlands. www.coram.eu  


